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Differentiaton:

  Redistribution of mass (elements) and

        energy by chemical & physical processes.

  Goal: Quantitative understanding of those

              processes.
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What controls the periodicity of behavior of the elements?
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p orbital

1s orbital

2s orbital
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The atomic orbital diagram for the carbon atom (6e + 6p + 6,7, or 8n);

 1s2  2s2  2px
1  2py

1
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Ionization energies of the first 92 elements.
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Electronegativity trends in the periodic table. Electronegativity

increases from left to right and generally decreases from top to

bottom.
Low electronegativity = electron donors

High electronegativity = electron acceptors
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“As the electronegativity difference between two atoms increases the bonding electrons are increasingly drawn

toward the more electronegative atom.

When the electronegativity difference becomes extreme the electrons are really no longer shared but can be thought

of being transferred from the cation to the anion (ionic bonding).”
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 Outline (on the periodic table) of the primary element groups:

rare earth elements, actinides, special cases to return to later.

noble gases (unreactive, filled electron shells)

alkali metals (reactive, singly charged, large radii)

alkaline earths (reactive, doubly charged, smaller radii)

halogens (very reactive, negative charge)

PGE’s (cogners of Fe, Ni, Co; rare elements; small radii, can occur in native state)

HFSE (high charge to small radius ratio) Ti-V to Hf-Ta; will see importance of ratio

Finally note the LILE’s

Conclude – now have some general intuition of what elements will behave similarly,

and therefore during differentiation which elements will group together.
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Bond Types

• Ionic - electron transferred from one atom to
another

• Covalent - electron shared between atoms

• Metallic - electron location not constrained;
“sea of electrons”

• van der Walls - very weak bond caused by
attraction of dipole molecules, or emf of one
molecule induces polarity of e– orbits in
another and resulting attraction

Ionic Bonding

Generally, solid materials with ionic bonds:

    * are hard because particles cannot easily slide past one another.

    * are good insulators because there are no free electrons or ions (unless dissolved or melted).

    * are transparent because their electrons are not moving from atom to atom and less likely to interact with light photons.
    * are brittle and tend to cleave rather than deform because bonds are strong.

    * have high melting point because ionic bonds are relatively strong.
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Covalent Bonding

Some Common Features of Materials with Covalent Bonds:

    * Hard
    * Good insulators

    * Transparent

    * Brittle or cleave rather than deform

Metallic Bonding

Some Common Features of Materials with Metallic Bonds:

    * Good electrical and thermal conductors due to their free valence electrons

    * Opaque

    * Relatively ductile
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Polar water molecules

H–O–H bond angle = 104.5°

van der Waals Bonding
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Rule #1: Coordination Principle and Radius Ratios

a. coordination polyhedra

b. coordination number 

Pauling’s Rules

  Rx/Rz   C.N.  Type

1.0 12 Hexagonal or Cubic Closest Packing

1.0 - 0.732 8 Cubic

0.732 - 0.414 6 Octahedral

0.414 - 0.225 4 Tetrahedral

0.225 - 0.155 3 Triangular

<0.155 2 Linear

Pauling’s Rules
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Rule #2: Electrostatic Valency Principle

An ionic structure will be stable to the extent that the sum of the strengths of the

electrostatic bonds that reach an ion equal the charge on that ion.

Pauling’s Rules

In NaCl each Na+ is surrounded by 6 Cl-  ions.  The Na is thus

in 6 fold coordination and C.N. = 6.

So 1/6 of a negative charge reaches the Na ion from each Cl.

The +1 charge on the Na ion is balanced by 6*1/6 =1 negative

charge from the 6 Cl ions.

Similarly, in the CaF2 structure, each Ca+2 ion is surrounded

by 8 F- ions in cubic or 8-fold coordination.  The charge

reaching the Ca ion from each of the F ions is thus 1/4.

Since there are 8 F ions, the total charge reaching the Ca ion

is 8*1/4 or 2.  So, again the charge is balanced.

Pauling’s Rules

Rule #2: Electrostatic Valency Principle

An ionic structure will be stable to the extent that the sum of the strengths of the

electrostatic bonds that reach an ion equal the charge on that ion.

A third case arises when the charge reaching the cation is exactly 1/2 the

charge on the anion.  This is the case for Si+4 in tetrahedral coordination

with O–2.  Here, the charge. reaching the Si is 4/4 =1.

This leaves each Oxygen with a -1 charge that it has not shared.  Since this

-1 is exactly 1/2 the original charge on O–2, the Oxygens in the SiO4
-4  group

can be just as tightly bound to ions outside the group as to the centrally

coordinated Si.
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Pauling’s Rules

Rule #3: Sharing of Polyhedral Elements/Components

 Shared edges, and particularly faces of two anion polyhedra in a crystal structure

decreases its stability. Distance between cations is maximized.

Sharing of only corners of  polyhedra places the positively charged

cations at the greatest distance from each other.

In the example shown here, for tetrahedral coordination, if the

distance between the cations in the polyhedrons that share corners

is taken as 1, then sharing edges reduces the distance to 0.58, and

sharing of faces reduces the distance to 0.38.

sharing

corner

sharing

edge

sharing

face

Pauling’s Rules

Rule #3: Sharing of Polyhedral Elements/Components

 Shared edges, and particularly faces of two anion polyhedra in a crystal structure

decreases its stability. Distance between cations is maximized.

sorosilcate
(e.g., epidote)

Cyclosilicate
(e.g., tourmaline)

Inosilicate
(e.g., pyroxene)

sheet silicate
(e.g., micas)
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Planetary differentiation produced by mantle convection

and plate tectonics


